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IDLSoc Feature

Data Dependency in Multi Domain Operations
LtCdr (Retd) Roy Johansson

Of course we can find solutions on above challenges as well as
we have overcome challenges in the past. But be aware, as I
stated initially, we need to be aware of our vulnerabilities!

We must ensure we can fight in a DDIL environment, if we fail,
that might be as fatal as not embracing the concepts of Multi
Domain Operations. Exercises with extended elements of Days
without Space and heavy Electro Magnetic Spectrum interference
will help achieve our ability to fight in DDIL environments.

Our active serving personnel are trained for, and might very well
end up in, fierce combat situations and if that happens, they must
have the best possible conditions to be able to carry out their

The main problem is the increased need for secure, reliable,
“good” sharable data to make faster and better decisions in order
to achieve Multi Domain information superiority, versus;
operating legacy systems, embracing emerging and disruptive
technologies, challenges with policies prohibiting data sharing
and above all, maintain hard earned interoperability.

I was asked by the Secretariat if I was interested in providing an article data
dependency for the Newletter since both myself and Graham “Rocky” Priestnall
talked about the challenges of this subject in our Data Downloads. Of course I
responded positively, however, not being an expert on data management, I will try to
express my concerns as clearly as possible.

The Military Problem

Data is the new battlefield.

We experience, on a daily basis, adversary nations and non-state
actors seeking to disrupt our systems or make decisive action,
short of what we traditionally consider as armed conflict, in a
continuous competition against our nations and citizens. We
need to be aware of our vulnerabilities, both on the civilian side as
well as within our military environment.

Firstly. I think we all can agree that we are becoming more and
more dependent on streaming data, whether it is civilian
applications such as paying our bills, book a train ticket, or if it is
within military systems and applications. I can hardly buy myself
a cup of coffee in a coffee shop in Stockholm nowadays if I insist
on paying with cash!

The Challenge

Is there a Solution to ensure data availability?

Most nations, and NATO, are today developing, or closely
monitoring, Multi Domain Operations and Multi Domain
Integration concepts. We desperately need to embrace this
change in how we view the Future Operating Environment, the
orchestration of all available resources and to fully benefit from
the data collected.

Our weapon systems become more and more sophisticated and
are able to process more and more data, and are soon to be
(already are) aided by Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning
algorithms. We are linked to sat-coms around the globe and will in

the near future be able to connect to a TDL network more or less
worldwide. We are building our decisive lethal capabilities around
a constant flow of data.

But can we guarantee systems performance in Denied Degraded
Intermittent and Low bandwidth (DDIL) environments, that this
cross-domain, Service to Service, platform to platform, machine
to machine data will be available when we are up against an
advanced adversary?

How much of this data will be shareable between Allies and
partners if we do not change our data sharing policies?
How much of this data will be shareable between different new
advanced weapon systems and autonomous systems if not all
embrace a modular open systems architecture approach? Will
information continue be “contained” within Service and system
specific boundaries, what recently has been labelled Service All
Domain instead of Joint All Domain?

https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/DownloadFile?FPATH=vOOp23mOhetDqZf6FrUGNxGviAOFJN/d5LcpxSerWmCmCfPPuu1B1vBKThP9RL54V+hYDLlMzCjWmPXavUEf8x/A+zSqYXPBwgnct+ZwNfA=
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/DownloadFile?FPATH=vOOp23mOhetDqZf6FrUGNxGviAOFJN/d5LcpxSerWmATf0htdLl3ah7luZCph8uzTGntdYwiuo+zy8EuCpWzzhAPW5T9eTGkCPtzV1qWigQ=
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LtCdr (Retd) Roy Johansson

Data dependencies are complicated and complex problems. I
recently read a couple of papers discussing definitions of
complex problems and learned about for me a new definition,
Wicked problems. This is absolutely wicked problems, but if we
are aware, we can work for good, affordable solutions.
In one of the papers I also read about the “Anna Strategy” (the
character of Anna in the Disney film, Frozen 2, where she is
trapped deep in a cave. Without an obvious way out the character
says, “Just do the next right thing, Take a step, step again, It is all
that I can to do, The next right thing”. So the implied strategy to
take in the face of wicked problems is very simple i.e. “Just do the
next right thing”.

mission. So all of us, get out there, argue for procurement
agencies and industry to adopt open standards architectures, we
cannot afford to end up on the battlefield operating incompatible
systems. Exercises like Timber Express, that our chairman LtCol
Volker Schaaf gave an update on in the last Newsletter, is an
example of excellent opportunities to improve our data sharing
capabilities across organisations, among nations, systems and
platforms.

We need to work for trust building activities among Services,
cross government and between nations, Allies and partners,
building incentives for the change of data sharing policies. A
basic rule would preferably be to identify what type of data that
we cannot share, instead of constantly evaluating what data that
we can share.

IDLS2021 Update

Have you registered
for IDLS2021 Online?
IDLS2021 Online is one month away! The event will be taking
place online via the dedicated event platform in which you can
join live sessions, access the sponsor showcase, contact
delegates and sponsors and view previous Data Exchange
Sessions.

The event begins with a training day on Monday 1st November,
followed by the Symposium from Tuesday 2nd November to
Friday 5th November.

During the training day you will have the opportunity to attend
three 4-hour long sessions delivered by Atheniem, Leidos and
Curtiss-Wright.

This is followed by the 4-day symposium which will feature a
series of plenary sessions made up of government and
technical presentations, demonstrations and a panel. In
addition, networking sessions will be taking place which are
your chance to meet fellow industry professionals from
across the globe!

Registration is free for all IDLSoc members; if you are not a
member and would like to attend you must apply for
membership first.

Register Here

The IDLS2021
Programme - what we
have for you!
This year’s programme is nearly finalised!

We will be covering a number of subjects from Companies
and Forces from around the world which will be of interest to
many of you.

There are presentations on Link 16 Sustainment,
Modernisation for Link 16 Networks and Bridging the Crypto
Gap.

Unmanned Aircraft System’s feature in presentations such as
TDLs and C2 systems.

An AI Panel will be looking at ‘The Future of Artificial
Intelligence and Machine Learning in the TDL Industry’. Whilst
the DACH Chapter and IBM will be giving a presentation on
Artificial Intelligence.

The NILE PMO will be giving an overview of Link 22 and there
is a technical presentation on migration from Link 11 to Link
22.

In addition to the topics covered above, the Technical
Committee have been looking to open the discussion about
how TDL’s interoperate with the C2 and ISTAR networks. This
will include a presentation on Aerial Mesh, Testing and

https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/DownloadFile?FPATH=vOOp23mOhetDqZf6FrUGNxGviAOFJN/d5LcpxSerWmCmCfPPuu1B1vBKThP9RL54V+hYDLlMzCjWmPXavUEf8x/A+zSqYXPBwgnct+ZwNfA=
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/DownloadFile?FPATH=vOOp23mOhetDqZf6FrUGNxGviAOFJN/d5LcpxSerWmATf0htdLl3ah7luZCph8uzTGntdYwiuo+zy8EuCpWzzhAPW5T9eTGkCPtzV1qWigQ=
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/DownloadFile?FPATH=vOOp23mOhetDqZf6FrUGNxGviAOFJN/d5LcpxSerWmAu+Rlui1XFcK5n9HeOuaJ6UfLDJCEfdmiX4W169mOwKsKiZ302mN1AOhFdsk+ths4=
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/DownloadFile?FPATH=vOOp23mOhetDqZf6FrUGNxGviAOFJN/d5LcpxSerWmAu+Rlui1XFcK5n9HeOuaJ6UfLDJCEfdmiX4W169mOwKsKiZ302mN1AOhFdsk+ths4=
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Individual/JoinNow
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Individual/JoinNow
https://idls2021.com/Pages/Standard/Home
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IDLS2021 Update

IDLS2021 Schedule Overview

To see the full schedule and more details click here

Integrating Complex Networks and an update on the Timber
Express exercise including future plans and a possible brief
on FMN spirals.

Lastly, Sean will be updating us on the progress of
documentary ‘Timber Sweet: The Untold Story of Military
Tactical Data Links.’

We look forward to seeing you at the online event in
November.

IDLS2021 Networking
You may have noticed that this years virtual meeting includes
some networking sessions. So what are they and why are they
different from the normal sessions?

The networking sessions are designed to be more informal
and will be in Zoom ‘Meetings’ mode rather than Zoom
‘Webinar’ mode. This means that anyone joining the call can
join the conversation. The session’s content will vary and may
even be defined by you.

Speakers and Trainers will be invited to join some of these
networking sessions, then the session will break out into
rooms. You will be able to select which speaker, trainer or
members of one of the Society’s committees you want to join.
Or you could choose to stay in the main area for a general
discussion.

One of the networking sessions is going to be a quiz run using
Zoom and Kahoot which allows us to manage the questions
and automatically mark answers.

The networking sessions have been spread across the days
and time blocks in the hope of giving everyone the chance to
join in.

More information will be available on the idls2021 website
shortly.

IDLS2021 Demonstration
This year’s demonstration has evolved to adapt to the COVID
environment.The participant’s demonstrations will be set
around individual scenarios which are all based in the
Canadian Area of Operations.

We would like to thank CS Group, IBM, Meta Mission Data and
Northrop Grumman for signing up to take part in the
Demonstration. A further announcement about the scenarios
and additional participants will be issued shortly.

https://idls2021.com/Pages/Standard/Training/Programme
https://idls2021.com/Pages/Standard/Home
https://www.csgroup.eu/en/
https://www.ibm.com/uk-en
https://meta.aero/mmd/
https://www.northropgrumman.com/
https://www.northropgrumman.com/
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IDLS2021 Update

Find out about Sponsorship Opportunities here

Silver

Bronze

IDLS2021 Sponsors

Prizes Include:

■ A Free ticket to the IDLSoc Training Day 2022 taking place on
Monday 7th November 2022

■ Tickets to the IDLS2022 Social Event

■ Mystery Prize Box

■ Passes for the Maritime Museum of the Atlantic

■ Passes for the Canadian Museum of Immigration at Pier 21

■ Passes for the Discovery Centre in Halifax

■ A Discover Halifax back-pack, filled with local goodies!

IDLS2021 Competition Postcards
Has your postcard arrived?

As mentioned in last month’s newsletter, your postcard has been given a unique number and during each session of
IDLS2021 a number will be picked at random to win a prize.

https://idls2021.com/Pages/Standard/Exhibitors/Sponsorship_Opportunities
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IDLS2021 Online Featured Sponsors

For over two decades, CS GROUP through its brand Diginext
has been differentiating through superior performance in
technology and customer support to rise as a top provider
within the Tactical Data Link (TDL) market, both nationally and
internationally. Our business focus is on the supply of proven
and affordable TDL Military Off-The-Shelf (MOTS) software
products and system solutions to overcome the challenges
from government and industry users in the areas of simulation,
testing, training and real-time tactical operations. Today’s
installed customer base stretches across 20 nations
conducting high-profile air, sea and land Defence programs.

CS GROUP is the privileged partner of the Defence and
Security, Space, Aeronautics and Energy sectors. CS GROUP
offers innovative solutions in the following areas:

■ Secured industrial & embedded systems

■ Operational command and control systems

■ Digital Continuity

■ Cybersecurity

We digitize, enhance and secure your information and
communication systems to increase the efficiency of your
operations & critical missions.

OUR STRENGTHS

■ A dual competence : technical information systems and
customer businesses a network of technology and business
experts

■ An engineering and software integration capacity & secure
critical systems

■ Covering the entire value chain : from systems design to
operations support

■ Innovative products and solutions

OUR VALUES

■ An entrepreneurial culture combining the agility and
responsiveness of a human-sized company with the rigor of
the highest standards

■ The power of innovation at the service of the digitization of
our customers’ operational systems

■ The development of our talents through our channels of
excellence

■ A close, caring & participative management

IBM is a globally integrated enterprise operating in over 170
countries. IBMers around the world bring innovative solutions to a
diverse client base to help solve some of their toughest
challenges.

In addition to being the world’s largest IT and consulting services
company, IBM is a global business and technology leader,
innovating in research and development to shape the future of
society at large.

IBM’s prized research, development and technical talent around
the world partner with governments, corporations, thinkers and
doers on ground-breaking real world problems to help make the
world work better.

The IBM DLPS provides the following capabilities to the
platform’s Mission System:

■ A comprehensive message set on Link 11, 16, 22, JREAP A
and C.

■ Data forwarding between all data links

■ Data recording on all data links, sent to off board recording
system

■ Integration with the platform’s Mission system, or use of IBM
Display and Control System (DCS) user interface

■ Configuration and control of the DLPS with the Initialization
and Network Management Tool (INMT) user interface

■ Manual and Automatic Correlation and Decorrelation

■ Surveillance data,including Points, Lines and Areas

■ EW surveillance and EW Coordination

■ Command and Control function

■ Air Control

■ Text Messages

■ Platform Status

■ Full suite of Data Filters, including Forwarding Filters



What was your first experience of a Data Link?
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Data Download is an ongoing feature where we put the same set of six questions to the
movers and the shakers in the Data Links field.

In this installment we talk to member of the IDLSoc Technical Committee, Michael
Warhola.

I am a long time employee of the MITRE Corporation and I have
spent a large portion of my career supporting multi-TDL ground
support systems, NATO CSI WAN deployments, and Foreign
Military Sales (FMS) TDL related interoperability support.
Currently I am the project leader for the Japanese E-767 AWACS
project tasked with upgrading the platforms to the newest 40/45
standard and making sure all the data links and other
communications systems are up to date and compliant with all
DOD and NSA mandates.

Please Introduce yourself

DATA

What led you into working with Data Links?

“ Find a mentor willing to answer all your ‘stupid questions’ and pick their
brain whenever possible.”

Michael Warhola

What is it about Data Links that you find so compelling?

What are the challenges facing Data Links today?

What advice would you give to someone entering the
Data Links Field?

I changed jobs within MITRE and saw the work as interesting and
the ability to see the world as a huge perk.

The largest challenges facing data links are:

■ Crypto Modernization Mandates

■ Exchanging Data between 4th and 5th generation fighters

■ Transition from legacy terminals to MIDS JTRS and other
newer terminals supporting new features like concurrent
multi-net

■ Transition before its sunset from Link 11 to Link 22 or
JREAP-A

The ability to share a common situational awareness picture,
exchange data so seamlessly and provide the warfighter the
ability to engage adversaries with a greater chance of success
and reduced chances of fratricide.

Find a mentor willing to answer all your “stupid questions” and
pick their brain whenever possible.

My first data link experience was in the MITRE Aerial Layer R&D
(ALRD) lab working on BAE Agile and TCG BOSS systems
interconnected with MIDS LVT terminals.



Download a CAB
Membership Form
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Corporate Feature

Märzen Group LLC (Märzen) is a small business that was
founded in 1999 in Nashua, New Hampshire, USA. Märzen staff
provide consulting services and products to government and
commercial customers around the world. Our consulting services
cover a wide range of competencies in System Engineering and
Integration Services, Product Development, Testing, and
Deployment, that are put to use every day for our customers’
benefit.

Märzen’s primary product is the Tactical Data Analysis and
Connectivity System (TDACS). TDACS is a powerful and versatile
Data Link Management and Analysis Tool that has many
applications. TDACS is a high performance, low latency message
router, translator, and data recorder with the capability to
playback captured data for post mission analysis and training.
TDACS is a Windows based Operating Environment and complies
with DISA STIGS requirements and is tested to operate under the

DoD Secure Host Baseline (SHB). A detailed TDACS overview
can be found under the Products tab on our website.

Märzen professional staff support commercial, non-profit,
and government organizations in areas as diverse as the
development of real-time, object-oriented software for
Tactical Military Communications, or the analysis of Network
Security for Command-and-Control (C2) Systems, to the
requirements analysis for new Windows platform
applications for hospitals and small companies.

Märzen provides System Engineering and Integration (SE&I)
Consulting Services to both the U.S. Government and
Commercial Customers. Märzen is working with the U.S.
Department of Defense (DoD), The Missile Defense Agency
(MDA), The U.S. Army, Navy, and Air Force, several FMS case
customers, and several Fortune 500 commercial and non-
profit customers.

We are excited about our business and enjoy working with
our customers to bring them new levels of support and
satisfaction. We intend to continue to spread our
enthusiasm into every project we take on.

Please feel free to look around at our web site at
www.marzen.com to get to know us, as well as the products
and services we provide. If you have any questions about our
company or would like to discuss our services in more detail
- please contact us at: info@marzen.com. We will be happy
to discuss how we might be able to support your
organisation.

Becoming a Corporate Member
Any organisation consisting in part of Data Link users,
customers, managers, policy makers, technical advisors,
support agents or suppliers shall be eligible to become a CAB
(Corporate Advisory Board)Member of the Society.

The CAB Membership category includes Commercial,
Government and Non-Profit organisations.

CAB Members shall have the right to be represented at meetings
of the Society, and shall be subject to the conditions prevailing
in the Bylaws of the Society.

Advantages of CAB Membership includes:
■ High visibility within the International Data Link community

■ Local visibility through our IDLSoc Chapters

■ Discounts at IDLSoc International Events, including a 20%
discount on trade stands at the annual symposium (IDLS) of
the IDLSoc

■ Facilities dedicated to CAB members at IDLSoc events, such
as meeting rooms

■ A quantity of individual Society memberships for staff or
non-staff

■ Portfolio pages on the IDLSoc website in addition to press
releases, training providers and job advertisements

How to Apply?

CAB membership application forms are available at request of a
Society member to the Society Secretariat.

We welcome Marzen Group as our
newest Corporate Members

https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Corporate/CABInfo
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Corporate/CABInfo
http://www.marzen.com
mailto:info@marzen.com
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Data Exchange Sessions

The Data Exchange Sessions are a series of one
hour long presentations and discussions around key
issues in the Data Links Community.

EXCHANGE
DATA

THE

EXCHANGE
DATA

THE

The VMF to Link 16 Operations Data Exchange Session took
place on the 22 September 2021 and was a well attended and
informative event.

Peter Ellis and Brian Bass of Curtiss-Wright gave the
presentation, and after introducing themselves, went onto
discuss the challenges and considerations when performing
VMF to Link 16 message forwarding. The session also
highlighted the importance of the efforts by the multinational
Digitally Aided Close Air Support (DACAS) Coordinated
Implementation (CI) working groups to standardise DACAS
implementation.

The importance of interoperability between VMF and Link 16 is
crucial because Close Air Support missions are inherently
dangerous for all participants and it is vital to understand
where threats are, and to have the correct information in a
standard and coherent format to ensure the mission’s success.

VMF to Link 16 Operations - Data
Exchange Session

Brian illustrated this point by recounting an experience he had
whilst testing TTP during a training exercise. Backseating in an
F-15E, a sensor was supposed to detect ground threats, send a
J16 message to the cockpit so threats could be avoided.
During the entire mission he did not receive any messages via
the sensor and was surprised to discover during debrief that
he had been shot down four times. Why was this?
Simply put, it was the way Link 16 was implemented. The
sensor is a passive detector which produces a track which is
non-real time. F-15E don’t do anything in non-real time, and are
programmed as such that if non-real time messages are
transmitted on Link 16 via the sensor, the F-15E considers
them unimportant and puts them in the bit bucket.

On the surface it seems to be a simple exchange of
information, such as being able to use your credit card in a
different country from the one it’s registered and having the
correct money withdrawn from your account, but as Brian and
Peter pointed out, it’s much more complicated than that with
multiple factors and variations that need to be considered
when setting up the Gateways that allow interoperability
between two different communication systems.

The session is available via the IDLS2021 website and we
would like to thank both Peter and Brian and all those who
attended the session.

Upcoming Data Exchange Sessions
will be posted on the Events page

of the website.

https://idls2021.com/Pages/Standard/Home
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Community/Events
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Community/Events
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Australian TDL Interoperability
Summit cancellation.

Swedish Chapter Meeting

The AS/NZ Chapter of the IDLSoc has regretfully decided to
cancel the TDL Summit that was planned for 15th November in
Canberra, as the local COVID situation has not improved. Please
stay safe, and we hope to have the TDL Summit running in 2022!

NTDLS 2022 will be taking place fromMonday 4 to Tuesday 7
April 2022, Calpe, Spain. Look for official calling notice in the near
future.

On the 29th of September, most of the remaining restrictions in
Sweden concerning Covid-19 will be removed. As a consequence,
the somewhat hibernating existence of the Swedish Chapter will
be transformed into a more active one. The plan is to reactivate
the society with a Chapter meeting IRL on the 16th of November
at FMV in Stockholm.

The theme of the meeting will be an overview of what has
happened in the world of Tactical Datalinks during the pandemic,
aiming at bringing the members up to speed with the current
status and ongoing development.

Information regarding the meeting have been sent to all listed
members. Please contact the chairman Johan Backman Rydberg
(johan.rydberg@mil.se) or Magnus Johansson
(magnus.k.johansson@combitech.se) if you haven’t received an
e-mail with the information or if you would like to share
something during the meeting.

For more information about events and to register visit the Events
Page

Chapter News

NTDLS 2022

Events Calendar

IDLSoc Membership

There are many benefits to becoming a member of the
International Data Links Society, and any data link user,
customer, manager, policy maker, technical adviser, support
agent or supplier are eligible for membership with the Society.
Benefits include:

Access to the only dedicated network for Data
Links professionals providing a great opportunity
to connect with others across the wider Data
Links community.
Access to hundreds of Data Links related documents
and files.
The opportunity to attend Chapter events, and to get
priority booking at IDLSoc events.
Every year IDLSoc holds a Symposium, and as a
member you get a special discounted fee for
attendance.

The current individual one year subscription fee is US$75.00
and you can apply online.

Society staff will vet your application for eligibility and once
approved, you will be sent an ID to login to the website and
pay for your membership.

1 November 2021

All Day

Online (Zoom)

IDLSoc Training Day

2 November to 4
November 2021

Online (Zoom)

IDLS2021

16 November 2022

FMV in Stockholm

SWE Chapter Meeting

4 April to 7 April 2022

Calpe, Spain

NTDLS2022

8 November to 10
November 2022

Halifax, Nova Scotia,
Canada

IDLS2022

mailto:johan.rydberg@mil.se
mailto:magnus.k.johansson@combitech.se
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Community/Events
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Community/Events
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Individual/Membership
https://idls2021.com/Pages/Standard/Home
https://idls2021.com
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Society/Chapters/Swedish/Events
https://idlsocweb.org/Pages/Standard/Community/Events

